Creedmoor Vernier Sights by Pedersoli

Vernier Tang Sight, rigid, 3" or 5" tall ........................................................ #RS-Creed-(3 or 5)-E

This inexpensive rigid tang sight is made in Italy, by Davide Pedersoli. To align the sight to perfect vertical, trim or shim the base. To adjust windage, loosen the eye disk and slide it side-to-side. Includes two 4-.7 mm mounting screws to fit holes 1.510" on center. Engraved elevation scale. #RS-Creed-3-E 3" mid range Vernier tang sight, elevation & windage adjustable only $65.99
#RS-Creed-5-E 5" long range Vernier tang sight, elevation & windage adjustable only $76.99

Vernier Tang Sight, with vertical adjustment, 3" or 5" tall ....................#RS-Creed-(3 or 5)-WE

Blued steel, 3" or 5" tall, a spring detent locks it upright, unless folded. Vernier elevation markings are engraved on one side. To adjust windage, loosen the eye disk, and slide it side-to-side. Two knurled screws allow perfect vertical alignment, pivoting the sight within the base. Two 4-.7 mm mounting screws fit holes 1.510" on center to fit Pedersoli's Remington, IAB, EMF, or Pedretti Sharps. #RS-Creed-3-WE 3" mid range Vernier tang sight, windage & elevation adjustable only $76.99
#RS-Creed-5-WE 5" long range Vernier tang sight, windage & elevation adjustable only $76.99

Windgauge Spirit Level Globe Sight, with 12 inserts..............#FS-DP-Spirit

This blued steel windgauge front sight is slotted to accept classic Sharps. Rotate the upper retaining spring to insert one of the twelve sight inserts, included with each sight. Unlike popular wind gauge sights, the spirit level is not a separate clip, but is integral with the sight. The vial is .197" diameter, filled with a light blue oil, more viscous than used in most other spirit levels.

Oil filled, the bubble moves slowly. A complete set of twelve sight inserts is included with this Windgauge Spirit Level globe front sight. Made by Davide Pedersoli, the dovetail base is made to be a snug fit in a standard 3/8" dovetail. It will not fit the larger .450" slots on Shiloh, C. Sharps, or .438" antique Sharps rifle dovetails. The .382" dovetail base is a snug fit in any .375" standard 3/8" dovetail. Base is .098" deep, .575" wide at center. #FS-DP-Spirit Windgauge spirit level globe sight, 12 inserts $164.99

1874 Sharps Vernier Tang Sight .......................#RS-DP-1874

Blued steel, over 5" tall, this heavy steel sight is calibrated with an engraved Vernier scale, with 3" elevation adjustments, and two windage adjustments. Zero the rifle using the eye-piece screw, then adjust the windgauge base, to compensate for current wind conditions. #RS-DP-1874 Vernier tang sight, with windage $245.99

Hadley Eye Disk.............#RS-DP-Hadley

Blued steel, finished non-glare blue black, this Hadley eye disk is threaded to fit the 1874 Sharps Vernier or Soule tang sight by Davide Pedersoli, not his Creedmoor tang sight. The rim is knurled for easy use. Roll the small knurled wheel to select one of eight apertures, with detent locks. #RS-DP-Hadley Hadley eye disk, 8 apertures only $92.99